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A Convivial Gathering at Flintridge, CA:

THE FEI LEVEL SYMPOSIUM
Part 2
By Rachel Satory Saavedra
In the July issue,! reported on the FBI level
symposium held in March at the Aintridge
Riding Club. J. Michael Kierkegaard, Gerhard Politz, and Professor Alfred Knopfhart
comprised the panel and inspired a rich exchange between the many successful and
knowledgeable F E I level riders, trainers,
and judges who site nded the symposium. In
this article, f o c u s on two subjects (lateral
work and pialfe and passage work) about
which Professor Knopthart spoke at length.
ru attempt to outline his lectures and present some of the discussion that ensued.
In the course of discussion, Knoplhart
pointed out where his siews differ from the
M I rules. Throughout, he expressed respect for the FEI and its purpose of upholding the principles of dressage. Yet he indicated where be felt the rules were confusing
or worded poorly and gave us his interpretation of their intent. Where he was in direct
disagreement with the rules regarding competitive requirements, he stated clearly that
this was his own opinion.
The F E I rules function explicitly as
guidelines for competition. Because competitive dressage is a reflection and a test of
dressage training, the M I rules also implicitly guide this training, but they do so incompletely. Competitive dressage represents a
test of one's arrival at a certain level. As such,
it tests or showcases the goal for a given state
of training. In his article in REITEN UND

FAIIREN (translated in DRESSAGE &(-1;
February 1987), Knopfhart says, "In the art
of riding, only the goals hold fast unchanged.
The ways are generally indicated but require
careful adaptation in regard to the peculiarities of each individual horse." In the rules,
the FEI seeks to define the goals of dressage
so that they may continue t o hold fast
through the centuries.
Knoplhart emphasized that the principles or reasons behind the rules must be understood fully in order to abide by them and
also in order to assess the rules critically.
Only then can trainers vary the means, the
gymnastic exercises for training, while still
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training strictly according to the principles of
classical dressage. Knopthares lectures and
demonstrations were an intricate combination of official doctrine and personal training
practice. I le sought to clarify the goats Of
dressage and to introduce us to a greater
variety of useful routes to them.
In this context, it must be understood
that Knoplhar es concepts are based on classical principles as practiced by the Spanish
Riding School in Vienna and his oval profession as a teacher of equine physiology.
LATERAL WORK
Knopthares lecture on lateral work generated a great deal of discussion. He began by
defining lateral work. One can ride a straight
horse on a straight line of bent on a bent line;
in both eases, the horse's spine matches the
Line of travel. In lateral work, one can ride a
bent horse on a straight line by letting the
fore or hind legs cross_ "Lateral" refers to
sideways bend rather than sideways progress
of the movement.
LEG-YIELD—THE PRECURSOR
Leg-yield doesn't quality as a true lateral
movement; though the horse moves sideways, crossing his legs to do so, he doesn't
bend_ In the leg-yield, the horse is positioned
or bent slightly at the poll only. This doesn't
qualify as bend, which should be distributed
evenly along the horse's entire spine.
Leg-yield has been introduced to and
dropped from dressage tests several times in
the past century, and there is still active debate over whether it is a useful movement
(See van Schalk, Misconceptions and Simple Truths in Dressage, pp. 87-90). Arguments against it include the fact that it's
often executed poorly, with toss of rhythm
and balance and the resulting risk of interference.
When executed after 10-meter circle, as
in First Level Test 3, the preceding circle
Invites the horse to fall over the outside
shoulder, a serious fault. Instead of making
the movement easy, the circle makes the

erasion of it easy.
Several of the symposium participants
remarked that leg-yield shouldn't be trained
with the exercise required in this test because i t would soon produce problems
which could otherwise be avoided. This is
just one example of how the official tests
may be counterproductive from the perspective of the trainer and the rider. Victor
Hugo-Vidal suggested that future symposia
might address the modification of all national and international dressage tests more fully. These discussions could be a valuable
source of rider and trainer input to the test
creation process.
Politz maintains that, when ridden correctly, the leg-yield is a very useful exercise.
The German school uses it as a precursor to
Lateral work to teach horses to move sideways from unilateral leg and seat aids and to
improve riders' coordination of the aids (Sec
FEI Article 411-1.1). TO avoid the pitfalls of
the circle to leg-yield exercise, Politz usually
schools leg-yield with the head to the wall;
when riding leg-yield from the centerline to
the wall, he straightens the horse and legyields back to the wall from which he came.
Throughout his horses' careers, Politz uses
the leg-yield at the walk to warm up and
loosen the hips and lumbar area before proceeding to more demanding work. Ile cautioned that it's important in kg-yield not to
let the horse decrease the tempo or length
of stride, because this will diminish the beneficial rocking motion of the hips and teach
the horse to withhold, a problem which will
plague his lateral work in the future if it isn't
dealt with early.
TRUE LATERAL MOVEMENTS
Professor Kt. toplhart explained that there
are basically four true lateral movements:
two movements and two counter movements. In the shoulder-in and the counter
shoulder-in, the horse is bending away from
the direction he moves in. In the travers and
the renvers, the horse is bent in the direction
be moves in. The half pass is considered a
variation of travels.

SHOULDER-IN
The purpose of each movement should be
kept in mind. Knopthart emphasized that
the purpose of shoulder-in isn't to travel on
MO tracks or cross the legs. The purpose is
to bend the inside hind leg more than the
outside hind leg, thereby creating a unilateral increase in engagement and collection.
In relation to this, Politz explained that
the inside hind should take not a shorter
stride but the same length o f stride i n
shoulder-in as on a single track. Because of
the bend in the horse's spine, the inside hind
reaches farther under the horse's body,
thereby caming more of his weight. There.
fore, he cautioned that it's most important
that the horse not be allowed to lose impulsion or shorten his stride in shoulder-in.
When coaching the symposium demonstration riders, he and Knopfbart interspersed
lateral work with medium trot to "freshen
the stride" (PE! Article 411-5). By Gaming
more weight on the inside hind leg, the horse
relieves the forehand of a portion of its burden, letting the shoulders be further suppled
by the rcaching and crossing motions. It was
for this purpose, the freedom from weight.
bearing and subsequent suppling o f the
shoulders, that de la Gulnire invented the
shoulder-in (sec van Schalk, Misconceptions and Simple Truths in Dressage, pp.
97-100 and 1--El Article 4114.4).
One o f the great debates in dressage
(whether the shoulder-in should be ridden
on three tracks, the inside hind and outside
fore kg sharing a middle track, or four separate tracks) continues. Knoplhart pointed
out that discussing number of tracks is merely a convention to aid communication,
In 1983, the FEI ruled that the shoulderin should be ridden uniformly at approxiraately a Wangle of deviation from the wall.
The rules don't specify number of tracks, but
it's commonly assumed that a 30" angle will
produce a shouldee-in on 3 tracks. Knopfhart feels that although the PEI ruling produces uniformity, making judging easier, the
convention of a 30r shoulder-in isn't based
on any principle governing the movement.
The gist of his argument: the shoulder-in
shouldn't be defined by a specific angle of
deviation but should vary in bend according
to the level, suppleness, and strength of the
horse. Exceptional bend should be MAWdcd, because it demands more engagement
and offers more freedom of the forehand.
This is in agreement with the tradition of the

Spanish Riding School, where shoulder-in is
ridden on 4 tracks or with approximately an
8-meter bend on advanced horses.
Van Schaik concurs with Knopfbart.
-Some think that, during the shoulder-in,
the horse should make a prescribed angle
with the track. I think we should leave geo-

metry out of equitation, because if we are
going t o look • for -an angle o f a certain
amount of degrees, then we overlook the
essence o f the shoulder-in" (Misconceptions and Simple Truths in Dressage, p.
100).
For the purpose of describing the stages
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tildes-eloping the shoulder-in, K'riopthart focuses on bend rather than number of tracks
or degree of angle. The first stage of the
shoulder-in is simply a straightening exercise
to place the inside shoulder in front of the
inside hip. This is appropriate for a horse at
the very earliest stages of his training. A
horse who's doing 15- or 20-meter circles
may continue down the fence i t h the same
degree of bend he had on the circle. The
outside shoulder will be slightly off the wall,
forming a mild shoulder-in called positioning, or "shoulder-fore." Though shoulder-in
is never explicitly called for in cutter in a
dressage test, its milder version is very useful
for straightening and collecting the canter.
In canter, shoulder-fore is called 'Vie" (See
de Kunfly, DRESS/IGE ift CT, June 1990).
Symposium panelists emphasized that positioning in the cutter is the essential preparation for pirouettes, serving to prepare bend,
increase collection, control t h e outside
shoulder, and liven the inside hind leg.
As a horse develops, the shoulder-fore in
trot is gradually developed into the full
shoulder-in required at Second Level. In
Second Level tests, horses arc required to
perform a 10-meter circle and then continue
with approximately the same bend in a
shoulder-in down the wall. The shoulder-in
movement thus follows wet' from the preceding circle.
At Second Level, a 10-meter thou Ider-in
is a considerable challenge. I f horses arc
asked to show greater bend at this level,
they're likely to show major faults, such as
falling over the outside shoulder, swinging
the haunches out, or losing impulsion.
Knoplhart expects that a horse's lateral
suppleness and ability to collect should develop considerably between Second Level
and the F E I levels. I f so, the 10-meter
shoulder-in wouldn't be as difficult for a Prix
St. Georges horse as for a Second Level
horse. Prof. Knopthart supposes that some
FEI level horses are exceedingly supple.
They're able to perform 6-meter voltes with
ease. He suggests that such horses may be
able to perform shoulder-in with a bend
comparable to that of a 6- or 8-meter yoke.
The result would be a shoulder-In clearly on
4 tracks. Yet the Prix St. Georges test requires that the shoulder-in have no more
bend than at Second Level. Knopfhart doesn't think that a shoulder-in of lesser bend is
wrong, but that it's wrong to penalize a horse
for showing greater bend. In the old Prix St.
Georges test, the shoulder-in followed an
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8-meter circle, a good imitation f o r a
shoulder-in v.ith 8-meter bend. In the current Prix St. Georges test, the 8-meter circle
follows the shoulder-in rather than setting
up the bend for the shoulder-in, but the
relationship of like bend is still implied_
The 8-meter shoulder-in is difficult to do
well, as arc many FEI movements. One reason the M I officially defined a lesser degree
of shoulder-in is that so many riders show cd
major faults when attempting to maximize
bend. An important function of the FEI is to
Insure that the art of dressage not be debased by poor practice. Hut this function
may not be served by limiting goals to the
level of the present standard. Errors should
be penalized, and the advanced degree of
bend shouldn't be rewarded unless the
shoulder-in with greater bend is correct and

expressive. Knoplhart feels, however, that
Judges should give a better score for a
shoulder-in with greater bend than for a
shoulder-in with lesser bend, all other things
being equal. This Is because the greater bend
would require greater engagement of the
inside hind which is the essence of the movement.
The question remains whether that's
really possible, whether in gaining bend, one
doesn't lose something else. Kierkegaard
said that, in the FEI judges' forums he recently attended, judges gave less generous
scores for a shoulder-in of greater angle than
30a. They didn't say this was because the
shoulder-in was on 4 tracks, but that it was
because the hind leg was crossingpast rather
than directly wider the horse's mass, and
therefore engagement and impulsion were
lost. The key to this issue is again bend, lithe
horse is indeed bent, the hind legs don't
cross, and the inside hind won't cross past
the middle of the horse.
The shoulder-in rules state, "The horse's
inside foreleg passes and crosses in front of
the outside leg; the inside hind leg is peed
in front of the outside leg," and, "The horse
at every step must move his inside hind leg
underneath his body and place it in front of
the outside, which he's unable to do without
towering his inside hip."
This idea of the front legs crossing but
one hind leg only stepping in front of the
other is important. The words "in front of"
are, unfortunately, somewhat confusing
here. They're used in contrast to the words
"pass and cross in front of" and, according
to Knoplhart, arc intended to make the distinction between the front legs crossing and

the hind legs traveling straight but closer
together. Kriopfhart explained that, in a correct shoulder-in of any amount of bend, the
inside hind leg may step closer to the outside
hind, but the hind legs do not cross. The
front legs do cross. lithe horse Is bent, his
haunches should continue to travel fairly
straight in the direction of movement while
the forehand is traveling sideways and crossing more or less according to the degree of
bend. If the haunches are allowed to cross,
thus decreasing the bend, the inside hip will
swing to the side rather than forward and
down under the horse's weight. In this case,
the engagement essential to shoulder-in is
last, so the movement is incorrect. Therefore, it's critical that the haunches travel
straight in shoulder-in and that the bend is
increased gradually through a horse's career
so that this straight travel of the haunches
remains possible at every stage.
COUNTER SHOULDER-IN
The counter shoulder-in isn't found in dressage tests, but Knopilizirt says, "It is a very
proper movement. I strongly advise you to
use it for training purposes. You will be happy with the results." It's particularly useful
for a horse who tries to creep away from the
wall in shoulder-in. Some horses try to evade
the bending of the inside hind leg by crossing
the hind legs and swinging the haunches out
to perform leg-yield rather than shoulder-in.
Although the wall is there to "hold" the
haunches, it often doesn't do so with merely
the power of suggestion. Unless the horse
rums into the wall, it isn't a physical barrier.
The outside leg, of course, should be used to
hold or even push the haunches into the
bend. Horses sometimes try to move away
from the fence altogether when the outside
leg is assertively applied. I n the counter
shoulder-in, the rider may use the outside
aids to drive the haunches paratlel to the wall
while maintaining the forward direction of
the movement.
TRAVERS AND RENVERS
Knopthart cautioned never to stun the [ravers and renvers until you can do a good
shoulder-in in both directions. One must
establish control of the inside of the horse
first, because what's most important in lateral work is the bend, not the angle.
lhwers is ridden with the head and shoulders almost parallel to the wall and the haun-

t rem

dies off the wall with the horse bent in the
direction of travel. The renvers is the counter movement t o tracers, the same basic
movement with the tail to the wall, 'Dere is
no difference between travels and renvers
when performed on a straight line without a
wall.
As discussed earlier, the haunches travel
straight in the shoulder-in while the forehand crosses. The r u l e s concur, although the wording isn't completely dear.
Similarly, Knopfhart sass that in ;savers, the
forehand travels fairly straight, while the
haunches cross. In this matter, the Flit rules
seem to be in disagreement, saying "the
horse's outside legs pass and cross in front of
the inside legs.'
Ibis difference of opinion also applies to
the hail pass, because the FIEI rules and
Knopfhart agree that the half pass is a variation of !ravers ridden on the diagonal line
instead of along the wall."
Prof. Knopthart's point about the tracers
being ridden with the forehand traveling
straight down the track was actepted without discussion. There was disbelief over his
comparable statement that, in the half pass,
the forehand should also travel straight rather than areas in relation to the diagonal line
of travel. The final clause of this statement,
in relation to the diagonal line of travel," is
most important. From the perspective ache
judge at C, the forehand appears to be crossing dramatically, even when it's traveling
straight in relation to the line of travel. HowMET, if the judge were to stand at the point
toward which the horse is traveling, the half
pass would look like a well-bent tracers with
the forehand traveling straight toward him.
The FEI description of half pass reads,
"In order to give more freedom and mobility
to the shoulders, which adds to the freedom
and grace of the movement, it's of great
importance not only that the horse is correctly bent and thereby prevented from protruding his inside shoulder, but also to maintain impulsion, especially the engagement of
the inside hind kg." I n his 1987 article,
"Ravers and Renvers," Knopfhan elaborates: "Like shoulder-in, the (ravers and half
pass arc also exercises for the inside hind.
The inside hind leg must move in the direction of the load to support it and, for this
reason, its escape to the side is normally
considered one of the greatest faults that can
occur in this movement."
Ta insure proper control and engagement of the inside hind, the half pass needs

significant preparation. Kierkegaard commented that too few of the riders he judges
usc the preceding corner to prepare the
bend for their half passes. The panelists
agreed that the proper preparation for half
pass inaulves a good bend in the corner, a
couple of steps of positioning the forehand
off the wall in shoulder-in, and only then the
departure from the wall into half pass. The
judges in the symposium confirmed that
they not only allow a stride of shoulderan
before half pass, they expect it.
This preparatory step of shoulder-in insures engagement of the inside hind leg and
the prerequisite control of the inside of the
horse's bend. The mstepuise Inners" (alternation of shoulder-in and half pass in steps
across and down the arena) is an ideal exercise to reaffirm the engagement of the inside
hind when schooling half pass.
it's because engagement is so critical ton
goed hail pass that Knopfhart emphasizes
the sameness of half pass and tracers A'hile
working on tracers, riders tend to ride more

The photographs and
diagrams on pages 18,19,
and 20 illustrate the
travers and renvers section
of this article.

freely forward along the line of travel. If they
work on more angle, they'll do so in terms of
more bend and engagement, with special
attention to the inner leg aid. All of these
bead t o the desirable characteristics described in the FF1 definition of half pass.
Knopfhart questioned in the symposium
(as in his article) the meaning and function
of the FEI dictate that half pass be "as parallel as possible to the long side." It's immecli-

ately qualified by the direction "the forehand should be slightly in advance of the
quarters" or, in other words, not as parallel
as possible. The function of the dictate on
parallelism may be, as the 3.track shoulder.

in convention, to make the movement exactly measurable, and therefore easier to judge.
But as Knopihart said, "Quality should be
recognized, but it cannot be measured."
Krtopfhart's Lecture and demonstrations
left me with no doubt that riding travers on

the diagonal is an excellent way to improve
the quality of the half pass, but it left me and
other participants with some unanswered
questions.
Conventionally, parallelism has referred
to the spine, or "centerline" of the horse,
rather than his inside or outside. Tithe spine
parallels the wall, the shoulder can't be leading. I n an alternative interpretation, the
horse could be called parallel if an imaginary
line from the inside hip to the inside shoulder
is parallel to the wall. This would also Nice
the outside shoulder fractionally in advance
of the outside hip, since the shoulders are
narrower than the hips.
This interpretation would resolve an apparent contradiction in the rules. The prob-

lem is that such a half pass would have little
or no bend. But if we consider the following
FEI rule on bend in Lateral work, a straighter
half pass seems appropriate: "As all bending
or flexion at the peal and neck has a reper-

cussion on the whole spine, the bend or
flexion must never be esaiggerated so that it
impairs the balance and fluency of the movement concerned; this applies especially to
the half pass, where the bend should be less
evident than in the shoulder-in, tracers, and
renvers," ( M I Ankle 411-3)

1gathered from Knopthart's discussion
that by the time a horse is at the 17E1 level,

he feels the bend should be comparable in
shoulder-in, traverse repliers, and half pass.
A Grand Prix horse should be so supple he
can perform all these movements with an
8-meter bend.
Many photos of model competitive riders, such as hairy Boldt in this Dressur
rferd, show half pass with remarkable crossing both in front and behind and 'A ith negligible lateral ileXi011.
Though I can appreciate the gymnastic
benefits of riding the forehand straighter

along the diagonal and bending the spine
more in half pass, I find it hard to imagine
riding the extreme changes of hand required
in the Grand Prix "zig-zag" with half passes
018-meter bend. It would he extremely difficult to do this with any fluency in the space
allowed. Prof. K'nopfhart expressed concern
that the diagonal lines for half passes in the
FT.I tests were getting too extreme to require even the impression of parallelism.
These issues deserve further discussion
at future symposia, but the well-bent tracers
on the diagonal is clearly a very valuable
exercise for maximizing the engagement and
freedom of the half pass.
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From the perspective of the
judge at "C" the forehand appears to be crossing dramatically even when it is traveling
straight in relation to the
diagonal line of travel_
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GePtard Poitz on Melo% • Photo by Pant* Satoty Slum.**

I f the judge were to stand at
the point towards which the
horse is traveling the hall
pass would look like this
well-bent ravers with the
forehand traveling straight
towards hint

As pictured above.

Indicates the position of
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I lay pass.

In the -stepwise a'avers" the
horse is ridden alternately in
shoulder-in and half-pass,
traveling down and across
the arena while maintaining
similar bend and position in
relation to the long side.

Shotilder-in.
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cn:1
A young horse schooling travers on the short diagonal_ Of judged as a half pass, the haunches
are "liming" in relation to a line parallel to the wag but the horse is not cramped by excessive
sideways demands. If schooled with bend rather than parallelism in min4 his bend, engage.
mem, and freedom will develop.)
Gotthard Pcitt on Darius - Ptoto by PiazNei Satory San oedra

Here the horse is crossing markedly. The static
picture is captivating, but the inside hind is
verging on escape to side thus lessening its
engagemem and the freedom of the forehand..
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feet the plate:
—if you want to move the whole horse
forward, touch above the hock on the gaskm
or hip.
—if you want to bring the bind legs more
under the body, touch the fetlocks.
—if you want him to pick his legs up
more, touch just below the hocks when the
hoof reaches the ground.
—if he's high behind, touch his croup.
—if his legs are too far under him, touch
the front of his hind legs or increase the
forward tendency and lower the head and
neck.
Mary Grace Davidson asked whether the
reverse was true for a horse NOh his forelegs
too far back underneath him. Knopfhart instructed that if the horse gets his front legs
too far back underneath him and won't
move them forward as the haunches come
forward, don't tap the front legs but improve
his balance by raising his head and neck.
Knopfhart was emphatic: "When the
horse is going correctly, don't touch him!
The most common mistake in work in hand
is to always touch the horse when he is working and stop when he stops. His 'horsey'
mind learns that when you stop pushing, he
should stop working. So step to his girth. if
he doesn't begin to piaffe, touch him to encourage him. When be begins to piaffe,
watch! .Thp to correct, and then watch. if he
is working well, don't touch as all."
The panelists agreed that when you put
a rider on the horse and school the horse
from the ground, the rider should do nothing. Messages from two people confuse the
horse. Let the horse learn to piaffe with the
quiet weight of the rider. Here, the handler's
limited use of the whip helps make the transition to an animated piaffe under saddle.
Knopthart said an M I judge once sat
next to him when watching one of those
"nightmare" try-to-piaffeireissage tours
we've all seen and would rather not experience. He watched all of the Nark without
comment. During the last attempt at piaffe,
he said flatly, "Everything is moving except
the feet of the horse." Knoptbart again
warned us, "If you use the whip all the time,
when the whip is gone, the Ogle is gone."
Charlotte Bredahl on Monsieur and Carale Hoffman on Rembrandt demonstrated
Ogle and passage work under saddle. Both
showed good piaffe and passage, so we had
the opportunity to see firsthand some of the
transition work Knopthart had described.
The classical passage, Professor Knopf-
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hart told us, is not long in stride, so one
should try to shorten the forward progress
to increase the elevation. Initially, the horse
may lose rhythm when the passage is shortened just a little. Gradually, he'll develop his
physique and understanding so he can keep
rhythm in a passage with less and less forward progress.
Knoplbart said that the piaffc shouldn't
be executed as the rule dictates, "strictly on
the spot." He's adamant that the piaffe
should have some forward tendenc*y and
shouldn't be penalized for it in competition.
The other part of the rule he brought to our
attention was the description of the rhythm.
The passage is defined as a "measured, very
collected, very elevated, and very cadenced
trot...iwithi a prolonged suspension" (FEI
Article 413.1). The pialTe is defined as 'a
highly collected, cadenced, elevated, and
majestic trot on the spot ,..iwithl a slightly
prolonged suspension" (FEL Article 414.1).
If the plaffe is ridden in a trot rhythm and
the passage with a prolonged period of suspension making a much slower rhythm, the
transition between passage and plaffe can't
be ridden while maintaining the same rhythm, Though there's a slight difference in
rhythm between the ideal passage and even
the ideal piaffe, for the purpose of developing the most fluid transitions and the most
cadenced plaffe, Knopthart suggested that
the * f i e should be thought of as a passage
on the spot.
On the other hand, he says piaffe and
passage arc more different than they seem.
Matte is the ultimate show of the carrying
power of the haunches, while passage is the
ultimate show of pushing power. This is why
the transitions between them have so much
emphasis in the Grand Prix test. Transitions
between piatTe and passage test and showcase "schwung" and impulsion when driving
power is turned into carrying power while
maintaining the elast kity of the steps and the
suppleness of the back.
Michael Kierkegaard pointed out that
because the piaffc is the ultimate test of
carrying power, it's disadvantageous to use
the leg or spur far back on the horse's barrel.
The horse's belly muscles arc some of his
most important carrying muscles, and Michael expressed great discomfort at having
to watch and judge so many riders using
their legs and spurs in the hoese's underbelly.
Balanced riders naturally tend to hold themselves straight and vertical to the ground_ Yet
when horses piaffe, they lower their haun-

dies; so if the rider remains vertical to the
ground, he may have his leg practically in the
horse's Dank!
It was instructive to lexik at pictures of
the old masters provided in the symposium
reading material and see that in the piaffe
and the 'evade, which develops from plat le,
all the riders kept their calves forward near
the girth. This position tends to put one's
upper body ever so slightly behind the vertical in a position to brace with the back (more
precisely, for deepening the rider's seat, and
for using the rider's abdominal muscles in
connection with one's back to better regulate the motion), rather than pitching one's
upper body forward with the seat coming
out of the saddle.
Kierkegaard says it's precisely this bracing of the rider's back (a term of art), together with the closed upper calla the rider
(a finely tuned driving aid) that sustains the
piaffe. A sophisticated hand-scat connection, with the horse being suppled, durchlassig, and properly connected over his back
into the rider's hands, is a must. This greatest
collection, originating in and sustained with
a lively impulsion, when properly performed, should give an impression of great
elasticity, cadence, and rapport between
ham and rider. Mille requires a great deal
of subtlety, refined strength, and unbelievable rider tact to regulate the motion. Poking spurs into the borse's carrying muscles
and humping the saddle every stride arc not
the way! Instead, such aids are usually a sign
of poor preparation, poor training, and outright misunderstanding of the dynamics of
the piaffe, which should be more carefully
studied before riders attempt this movement, let alone perform it in competition.
Bredahl's Aforisierie showed an exceptionally expressive passage. In the gradual
transitions from passage to piaffe, however,
he wanted to travel wide behind to ease the
transition from pushing to carrying. Prof.
Knopfbart stepped behind him to support
his haunches with two whipe_Charlotte cautioned him to be careful, which be said he
would. l i e stood directly behind and
touched lightly and alternately on the thighs,
or rather allowed the horse to bump into
each whip as he went wide. This is less offensive to the horse than stronger corrections
and serves the purpose of bringing the hind
legs centrally under the weight to carry correctly.
Knoplhart used two rather stiff aluminum whips which telescope to scarcely a foot

in length. He said they cause some interest
at customs when he travels but are long
enough to keep him Out o f harm's way,
which is worth the small delay. Watching him
school piaffe and passage from the ground
brought home the necessity for PET level
riders to work with experts who have the
experience, knowledge, and tact to assist
with these ticklish subtleties without injury
to themselves and with the best results.
Prof. Knoplhart contributed tremendously to this symposium. As a rider, trainer,
and judge, he could address issues in ways
useful t o all participants. Because o f his
close association with the Spanish Riding
School, he was able to recognize and explain
some differences between modern competitive dressage and a more traditional approach. Competitive dressage riders may
find his views controversial, but seen in the
classical perspective, they're entirely in keeping with tradition. We should once again ask
ourselves if dressage as a competitive sport
is taking the right direction. 11

FROMDR. VLATTEN'S NOTEBOOK
AMERICAN DRESSAGE IN WORLD
COMPETITION
In many articles, the importance o f good
judging and training of qualified judges to
improve American dressage in international
competition has been emphasized. Judges
must not only place riders in fair order according to the standards o f their performance; judges are also the guardians of the
standards of dressage.
Four factors determine success in the
sport of dressage: breeding, training, riding,
and judging. O f these four factors, riding
and judging are probably the ones which are
the most evenly balanced between the United States and the European dressage nations. American riders going to Europe are
considered quite qualified. Comparing the
scores given by European judges officiating
in the United States and those given by
American judges officiating in Europe, we

see that the results are close enough to be
acceptable.
This leaves breeding and training as the
two areas where improvement of American
dressage is necessary. In European countries, bloodlines for dressage horses have
been carefully tended for many years. Nothing remotely like this has been attempted in
our country until quite recently. Success will
take many years.
Training of horses in European countries
is under the care of well-educated individuals going through years of schooling under
the supervision of teachers who have established credentials. Pitfalls in training and
mistakes in judgement of trainers and riders
are curtailed.
In exceptional horses like Gram!, Marzog, Ahlerich, Rembrandt, and others, we
have naturally born spectacular movers. I f
these horses are given into the hands o f
highly qualified trainers, and shown under
very good riders, judges can only give their
approval.

TAKE WIN LUMPS

Used to be that taking your lumps was a souring experience. Not anymore — now that there's
Sweet Lumps. The leading, great-tasting treat and training aid horses love more than sugar.
Known for years in Europe as "Lekkerwurfel," each Sweet Lump is loaded
with 13 essential vitamins, minerals and valuable trace elements and
provides a stable supplement to your
horses' diet.
Distributed exclusively in the
U.S. by the Midwest Saddlery
Company, Sweet Lumps come
in convenient 3-1/2, 7 and 30 lb.
plastic pails and a go-anywhere
trial size carton.
Pick up some soon through
your local tack or feed store. •
'Cause your horses are eager to
take their lumps.
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